**Senses**

_A World of Tools_ by Barbara Adams, Newbridge

_Exploring Everyday Wonders_ by Natalie Lunis & Nancy White, Newbridge

_Getting Glasses_ by John Parsons, Wright Group (Orange)*

_Hearing_ by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*

_Hearing_ by Robin Nelson, Lerner Publications (first step nonfiction)*

_How Does Sound Travel?_ by C. C. Paris, Harcourt (Level 2)*

_I Can See My Shadow_ by Lesley Pether, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (early)

_Is It Rough? Is It Smooth?_ by Carlie Todoro, Rosen (upper emergent)*

_Jimmy_ by Sandra Iversen, Wright Group (Orange)

_Loud Sounds, Quiet Sounds_ by Julia Bellish, Rosen (upper emergent)*

_My Senses_ by C. E. Bear, Harcourt (Level K)

_Our Eyes_ by Vicki Robinson, McGraw-Hill Wright Group (early fluency)

_Our Senses_ by Adrienne Betz, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*

_Seeing_ by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*

_Seeing_ by Robin Nelson, Lerner Publications (first step nonfiction)*

_Seeing Things up Close_ by Kate McGough, National Geographic, Windows on Literacy (early)*

* Teacher Favorites

**Shape**

_Looking at Shapes_ by Jane Rambo & Shirley Tucker Pebble Books, Capstone Press*

_Shares_ by Jane Simon Harcourt (Level K)

_Squares Everywhere_ by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)*

* Teacher Favorites